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Abstract— These days snaps with natives are the main concern of 

people. Amid every one of those photos, a large percentage of 

them are snaps with person faces. The significance and the pure 

quantity of person face snaps construct manipulations of big 

scale person face descriptions a truly imperative research 

difficulty and permit various actual world applications. 

Therefore, by the exponentially rising pictures, great scale 

contented based face picture reclamation is an allowing 

technology for several promising relevance. Content-based image 

retrieval (CBIR) is a technique to automatically index images by 

extracting their (low-level) visual content, such as color, texture, 

and shape, and the retrieval of images is based upon the indexed 

image features. By leveraging human  attributes in a scalable 

and systematic framework, we propose two orthogonal 

methods  named  attribute-enhanced sparse  coding and  

attribute- embedded   inverted   indexing  to  improve   the  

face  retrieval  in the offline and  online stages. In this work, we 

aim to utilize automatically detected human attributes that 

contain semantic cues of the face photos to improve content-

based face retrieval by constructing sparse code-words for 

efficient large-scale face retrieval, the results show that the 

proposed methods can achieve up to 43.5% relative improvement 

in MAP compared to the existing methods.  

Keywords- Face image, facial attributes content-based image 

retrieval, attributes enhanced sparse coding, and attribute 

embedded inverted indexing, attribute detection; 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays we have many multimedia devices such a 

camera, cellular phone, audio/video player and so on. Images 

play vital role in our daily communication. Impression is more 

proved by an image rather than a thousand words as stipulated 

by the statement “One picture is worth more than a thousand 

words”. Social networks such as Facebook twitter etc. are 

widely used in our day to day life. Many of them use human 

face images for their profile. And also people use celebrity’s 

faces. Now a day’s human faces are mostly used for 

manipulations such as searching and mining. Face image 

retrieval using content based method is an emerging 

technology in many real world applications. Due to different 

people having similar faces, problems can be faced while we 

arrive to retrieve for similar faces. To solve this technology 

such as Retrieval based face annotation use common outline 

for same categories of image. For example kid cap can be set 

as constrain to retrieve children’s, long hair for women’s.  

Our goal in this paper is to address one of the 

important and the challenging problems – large-scale content-

based face image retrieval. Given a query face image, content-

based face image retrieval tries to find similar face images 

from a large image database. It is an enabling technology for 

many applications including automatic face annotation, crime 

investigation, etc. In this work, we provide a  new perspective 

on content- based face image retrieval by incorporating high-

level human attributes into face image representation and 

index structure. As shown in Figure 1, face images of different 

people might be very close in the low-level feature space. By 

combining low-level features with high-level human 

attributes, we are able to find better feature representations 

and achieve better retrieval results. The similar idea is 

proposed in using fisher vectors with attributes for large-scale 

image retrieval, but they use early fusion to combine the 

attribute scores. Also, they do not take advantages of human 

attributes because their target is general image retrieval. 

Human attributes (e.g., gender, race, hair style) are 

high- level semantic descriptions about a person. Some 

examples of human attributes can be found in Figure 2 (a). 

The recent work shows automatic attribute detection has 

adequate quality (more than 80% accuracy)  on many different 

human attributes.  Using  these  human  attributes,  many  

researchers have achieved promising results in different 

applications such as face verification , face identification , 

keyword-based face  image  retrieval ,  and  similar  attribute  

search. 

These results indicate the power of the human 

attributes on face images. In Table I, we also show that human 

attributes can be helpful for identifying a person by the 

information- theoretic measures. 

Although human attributes have been shown useful 

on applications related to face images, it is non-trivial to apply 

it in content-based face image retrieval task due to several 

reasons. First, human attributes only contain limited 

dimensions. When there are too many people in the dataset, it 

loses discriminability because certain people might have 

similar attributes. Second, human attributes are represented as 

a vector of floating points. It does not work well with 

developing large- scale indexing methods, and therefore it 

suffers from slow response and scalability issue when the data 

size is huge. 

To leverage promising human attributes 

automatically detected by attribute detectors for improving 

content-based face image retrieval, we propose two orthogonal 

methods named attribute-enhanced sparse coding and 

attribute-embedded inverted indexing. Attribute-enhanced 

sparse coding exploits the global structure of feature space and 
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uses several important human attributes combined with low-

level features to construct semantic codewords in the offline 

stage. On the other hand, attribute-embedded inverted 

indexing locally considers human attributes of the designated 

query image in a binary signature and provides efficient 

retrieval in the online stage. By incorporating these two 

methods, we build a large-scale content-based face image 

retrieval system by taking advantages of both low- level 

(appearance) features and high-level (facial) semantics. 

 

II. CONTENT BASED IMAGE RETRIEVAL 

 Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is a technique 
to automatically index images by extracting their (low-level) 
visual content, such as color, texture, and shape, and the 
retrieval of images is based solely upon the indexed image 
features. Mainly two kinds of indexing systems are used, to 
deal with large scale data. Many studies have move with 
Inverted indexing or hash-based indexing combined with bag-
of-word model (Bow) and local features like scale-invariant 
feature transform (SIFT), to achieve efficient similarity search. 
The bag-of-words model is a well-known and popular feature 
representation method for image categorization and annotation 
tasks. The key idea is to quantize high-dimensional local 
features into one of visual words, and then represent each 
image by a histogram of the visual words. For this purpose, a 
clustering algorithm (e.g., K-means), is generally used to 
generate a codebook (or vocabulary) by converting the visual 
features to codewords or visual words. However, traditional 
Bow-like methods not succeed to address issues related to 
noisily quantize visual features and also problems related to 
variations in viewpoints, lighting conditions, etc., commonly 
observed in large-scale image datasets. These methods can 
achieve high precision on rigid object retrieval, but they suffer 
from low recall rate due to the semantic gap. In recent times, 
some researchers have focused on bridging the semantic gap 
by finding semantic image representations to improve the 
CBIR performance. 

A. Human Attribute Detection 

Human attributes are high-level semantic descriptions 
about a person (e.g., gender, age, hair style, skin color). The 
recent work shows automatically detected human attributes 
have achieved promising results in different applications. The 
advantages of a describable human attributes are manifold: 
they are composable; they are generalizable, as from large 
image collections one can learn a set of attributes and then 
apply them to recognize new objects or categories without any 
further training; and attributes are also efficient. N. Kumar et 
al. [3] propose a learning framework to automatically detect 
describable aspects of visual appearance. In their approach, an 
extensive vocabulary of visual attributes is used to label a 
large data set of images, which is then used to train classifiers 
which measures the presence, absence, or degree to which an 
attribute is expressed in images and then these attribute 
classifiers can automatically label new images. First large 
number of images are collected from Internet using various 
online tools which having vast variations. Then, commercial 
face detector used to extract faces and fiducial points from 
downloaded images and stored in the Columbia Face 
Database. Facial images from Columbia Face Database are 
submitted to the Amazon 

Mechanical Turk (MTurk) service, for labelling images 
with attributes and identity. From these attribute and identity 
labels and face database, two publicly available face data Sets 
created, namely Face Tracer and Pubfig data sets, respectively 
which have been publicly released for non-commercial use. A 
set of labeled positive and negative images for each attribute 
are requires for training attribute classifiers. For that purpose, 
all types of low-level features from the whole face are 
extracted and automatic, iterative selection procedure designed 
to select best features from a rich set of low-level feature 
options. The selected features are used to train the attribute or 
simile classifier. Using automatically detected human 
attributes with the help of attribute classifiers, they achieve 
excellent performance on face verification and keyword-based 
image search. B. Siddiquie et al. further extend the framework 
for ranking and retrieval of images based on multi-attribute 
queries. They propose a principled approach for multi-
attribute keyword-based face image retrieval which explicitly 
models the correlations that are present between the different 
attributes which leading to improved ranking/retrieval 
performance. This recent works demonstrate the emerging 
opportunities for the human attributes but are not used to 
generate more semantic (scalable) codewords. Although these 
works achieve salient performance on keyword-based face 
image retrieval and face recognition, Chen et al. further extend 
framework to exploit effective ways to combine low-level 
features and automatically detected facial attributes for 
scalable content based face image retrieval. To further 
improve quality of attributes, techniques based on the 
statistical Extreme Value Theory used by W. Scheirer et al.  to 
propose multi-attribute space to normalize the confidence 
scores from different attribute detectors for similar attribute 
search. 

III. ATTRIBUTE ENHANCED SPARSE CODEWORDS 

Existing face image retrieval system use low level facial 
features to represent face image. But these low level features 
are lack of semantics meaning and affects retrieval 
performance because of facial images have high inter class 
variations.   Face images of different people might be very 
close in the low-level feature space.  In this paper, proposed 
system utilized high level human facial attributes into face 
image representation and index structure. Human facial 
attributes (e.g., hair, age, gender, personal, race) are provide 
high-level semantic descriptions about a human face. By 
combining   low-level   features   with   high-level human 
attributes can provides better feature representations. Because 
certain people might have similar attributes it loses 
discriminability among too many face images in database. 

To address these problems two orthogonal methods   are   
proposed:   1.   Attribute-enhanced sparse coding 2. Attribute-
embedded inverted indexing.   Attribute-enhanced sparse 
coding uses facial attributes combined with texture features to 
construct semantic codewords. 
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Fig.1 System overview  

 

1) Sparse  coding  for  face  image  retrieval  (SC):  Using 

sparse coding for face image retrieval, we solve the following 

optimization problem: 

(1) 

Where x(i)  is the original features extracted from a patch 
of 

face image i, D ∈ Rd×K is a to-be-learned dictionary contains 

K  centroids with d dimensions. V =  [v (1), v (2), v (n)] is the 

sparse representation of the image patches. The constraint on 

each column of D (D∗j) is to keep D fro m becoming 

arbitrarily large. Using sparse coding, a feature is a linear 

combination of the column vectors of the dictionary.  

Provides an efficient online algorithm for solving the above 

problem. 

Note that the Equation (1) actually contains two parts: 

Dictionary learning (find D) and sparse feature encoding 

(find V). In, Coates ET. Al. found that using randomly 

sampled image patches as dictionary can achieve similar 

performance as that by using learned dictionary (< 2.7% 

relative improvement in their experiments) if the sampled 

patches provide a set of over complete basis that can 

represent input data. Because learning dictionary with a large 

vocabulary is time-consuming (training  175  codebooks  

with  1600  dimension  takes  more than two weeks to 

finish), we can just use randomly sampled image patches as 

our dictionary and skip the time-consuming dictionary 

learning step by fixing D  in the Equation (1) and directly 

solve V . When D is fixed, the problem becomes a L1 

regularized least square problem, and can be efficiently 

solved using LARS algorithm. After finding v for each image 

patch, we consider nonzero entries as codewords of image i 

and use them for inverted indexing. Note that we apply the 

above process to 175 different spatial grids separately, so 

codewords from different grids will never match. 

Accordingly, we can encode the important spatial 

information of faces into sparse coding. The choice of K is 

investigated in Section V-A. We use K = 1600 in the 

experiments, so the final vocabulary size of the index system 

will be 175 × 1600 = 280, 000. 
 

IV. ATTRIBUTE EMBEDDED INVERTED INDEXING 

It collects the sparse code words from the attribute enhanced 

sparse coding and check the code words with the online 

feature database and retrieve the related images similar the 

query image.  

For every image in the database face detector is used to detect 

the location of face region. 73 possible attributes can be taken. 

For example hair, color, race, gender etc. Active shape model 

is used to mark the facial landmarks and by using that land 

mark alignment of the face is done. For each face component 

7*5 grid points are taken. Each grid will be a square patch. 

These grid components include eyes, nose, mouth corners etc. 

LBP feature descriptor is used to extract features from those 

grids. After extracting the features we quantize it to code 

words known as sparse coding. All these code words are 

summed and generate a single pattern for the image. These 

steps are obtained by using attribute enhanced sparse coding. 

Before storing the image in database an index number will be 

provided to it and by using that index number we can identify 

the image. All these process will be performed in offline stage. 

Attribute embedded inverted indexing will be performed in 

online stage which compares the sparse codeword of query 

image and the database image and finally provide all the 

similar faces from the database. This technology is the 

emerging one that is used in real time applications. 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

 

Conventional face matching system generate only numeric 

matching scores as a similarity between face images but in the 

proposed method combines two methods to utilize 

automatically detected human attributes to significantly 

improve content-based face image retrieval .Here I have used 

and adopted the rule of maximization of mutual information to 

obtain a compact and discriminative dictionary. Some 

dictionary atoms are also considered as attributes in the paper. 

Since I have used the sparse coding feature which speeds up 

the process. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first 

proposal of combining low-level features and automatically 

detected human attributes for content-based face image 

retrieval. Attribute-enhanced sparse coding exploits the global 

structure and uses several human attributes to construct 

semantic-aware codewords in the offline stage. Attribute-

embedded inverted indexing further considers the local 

attribute signature of the query image and still ensures 

efficient retrieval in the online stage. The experimental results 

show that using the codewords generated by the proposed 

coding scheme, we can reduce the quantization error and 

achieve effective results. Current methods treat all attributes as 

equal. I will investigate methods to dynamically decide the 

importance of the attributes and further exploit the contextual 
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relationships between them. My ongoing work includes 1) 

studying the image resolution requirement for facial mark 

detection.2) since I used automatic detection of spontaneous 

asymmetric expressions my further work includes Analyzing 

few basic words in kids before they talk with the help of 

expressions. 3) improving the efficiency of the retrieval of 

images even 
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